**FACULTY**

**Robert Dellinger, MS, CCC-SLP,** is an elementary school SLP in the Wake County (NC) Public School System. He also serves as the consultant in stuttering/fluency disorders for his school district, helping colleagues to navigate ongoing challenges within the evaluation and treatment process. He is active in the local National Stuttering Association chapter, supports an annual FRIENDS workshop in Wake County, and presents workshops on stuttering evaluation and treatment. Dellinger, a person who stutters, lives in Raleigh, North Carolina, with his family.
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**Rita Thurman, MS, CCC-SLP, BCS-F,** has worked in schools and clinical settings in Utah, Idaho, Illinois, Montana, and North Carolina since 1977. Her private practice in Raleigh, North Carolina, and Bozeman, Montana, focuses on the evaluation and treatment of children, teens, and adults who stutter. She was awarded the Clinical Achievement Award by the NC Speech, Hearing & Language Association in 2012 and the Speech-Language Pathologist of the Year by the National Stuttering Association in 2015, both for her contributions to diagnosis and treatment for people who stutter. She is an NSA Adult and TWST Chapter leader and sponsors an annual FRIENDS Workshop in NC. She is the Chair of the Executive Board of the American Board of Fluency and Fluency Disorders.
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